
Teakwood Stone Round Shaped
Bellan Patta or Pedi 4 inch
Read More
SKU: 01272
Price: ₹3,360.00 Original price was: ₹3,360.00.₹
2,800.00Current price is: ₹2,800.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, Teakwoodstone,
Teakwoodstone Chandan Pata, Teakwoodstone Sandal
Rubbing Stone chandan pata, Teakwoodstone Sandals
rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description

Teakwood Stone Round Shaped
Bellan Patta or Pedi 6.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01271
Price: ₹5,040.00 Original price was: ₹5,040.00.₹
3,360.00Current price is: ₹3,360.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, Teakwoodstone,
Teakwoodstone Chandan Pata, Teakwoodstone Sandal
Rubbing Stone chandan pata, Teakwoodstone Sandals
rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description
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Sandstone Rubbing Stone Puja
Purpose 9.5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01268
Price: ₹2,240.00 inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, sandstone, sandstone Chandan
Pata, Sandstone Sandal Rubbing Stone chandan pata,
Sandstone Sandals rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description

Sandstone Natural Round
Mortar Pestle Set 6 in
Read More
SKU: 01265
Price: ₹3,360.00 Original price was: ₹3,360.00.₹
2,800.00Current price is: ₹2,800.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Batan, Handmill Set Miniature, Kitchen
Sandstone Ural Set - Small, Kitchen Utensils,
sandstone, Sandstone Khalbatta, Sandstone Mortar
and Pestle Set, Sandstone Ural Set - Small, Traditional
Mortar Pestle
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Product Description

Mortar and pestle are functional from ancient times to still now to prepare
ingredients or substances by crushing and grinding them into a fine paste or
powder. They are also known as mortar grinding machines. Choose the natural round
mortar pestle set of the size you want from the variety store of CRAFTS ODISHA. 
Material: Sandstone  / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 4 x 6 x 6 inch
Characterization of the elemental stone sculptures:

The above stone sculpture is a Sandstone natural round mortar pestle.
Technology in the present time has scraped most of the ancient instruments. There still
exist some ancient types of tools that are unreplaceable.
The rich working surface enables the effective use of Mortar and Pestle
Pestle is cylindrical while Mortar is a round face bowl.

The uses of the mortar pestle :

 Very useful for grinding spices, herbs, and roots in the traditional way.
 This tool can even maintain purity at the same time. Certainly, the smaller fine ingredient
can easily break through the systemic barrier.
Smaller refined versions of the mortar and pestle have continued to find use in kitchens for
preparing pastes and other finely ground elements of cuisine, in pharmacies for preparing
medicines, and in chemical laboratories.
Place the substance to be ground in the mortar. Press and rotate the pestle onto it until the
desired texture is achieved.

Cleaning guide for the Mortar pestle set:

All you need to do is clean your stone sculptures with a sponge soaked in water and soap.
 Preferably use a non-abrasive cleaning product.
Then dry with a soft cloth or microfiber cloth, preferably, and the statue will shine like new.
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Sandstone Oval Imam Dasta,
Mortar Pestle Set 9 inch
Read More
SKU: 01264
Price: ₹3,500.00 Original price was: ₹3,500.00.₹
3,000.00Current price is: ₹3,000.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Batan, Handmill Set Miniature, Kitchen
Sandstone Ural Set - Small, Kitchen Utensils,
sandstone, Sandstone Khalbatta, Sandstone Mortar
and Pestle Set, Sandstone Ural Set - Small, Traditional
Mortar Pestle

Product Description

Sandstone Decorative Diya
Stand 8 inch
Read More
SKU: 01263
Price: ₹2,800.00 Original price was: ₹2,800.00.₹
2,240.00Current price is: ₹2,240.00. inc. GST
Stock: instock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: diya stand for puja, sandstone diya, stone diya
stand, stoneware diya

Product Description
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Sandstone Natural Rubbing
Stone Chandan Patta 5 inch
Read More
SKU: 01267
Price: ₹2,240.00 Original price was: ₹2,240.00.₹
2,016.00Current price is: ₹2,016.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, sandstone, sandstone Chandan
Pata, Sandstone Sandal Rubbing Stone chandan pata,
Sandstone Sandals rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description

The traditional rubbing stone Chandan Patta is a method in India to get the best
paste of Chandan or to make Kids Ghutti & grinding some herbs or for Puja purposes.
Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 2 x 5 x 5 inch Characterization of the
elemental stone sculptures:

The above stone sculpture is a Chandan Patta made from Sandstone stone.
It's a round-shaped unsharpened sculpture with a coarse surface that helps the grinding
process.
Whether detailed or plain, the artisans of Odisha never fail to appease the buyer with their
prowess in carving stone sculptures.

The uses of the Chandan Patta:

Very useful for rubbing sandalwood or any other wood intended for religious purposes.
The Patta can be used as a base for small statues.
You can place Kalash over it also for adequate stability and put it on the threshold.
You can make use of the Chandan Patta with a lamp / candle. It might just be an excellent
spot for it.
You could throw any small statuette in the Chandan Patta.
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Cleaning guide for the Chandan Patta:

Make the statues look all new at any time. You may be wondering how to keep it clean?
Here are the things you need to do.
Submerge the sculpture in the water. Wash the sculpture with a clean cloth or sponge
dipped in soapy water. Use the brush dipped in soapy water to clean the harder-to-reach
areas. (the tiny holes).
Dry the sculpture with a soft clean dry towel to remove excess moisture.

Sandstone Natural Chandan
Chakla or Chandan Patta 6 inch
Read More
SKU: 01266
Price: ₹2,240.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Accessories, Kitchen & Puja
Tags: Kitchen Utensils, sandstone, sandstone Chandan
Pata, Sandstone Sandal Rubbing Stone chandan pata,
Sandstone Sandals rubbing Stone, Traditional

Product Description

CRAFTS ODISHA brings you the handcrafted Natural Sandstone Naural Chandan Patta
/ Chakla. The traditional grinding method in India for Puja. Not for only rubbing but
you can also use it for Thakurji Simhasan. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(
HWL): 2 x 6 x 6 inch
Depiction of the stone sculptures:

The stone sculpture shown here is a Chandan Patta or Chakla made from Sandstone.
 The blunt-shaped sculpture can be utilized for multiple purposes.
Whether complicated or plain, the artisans of Odisha never disappoint the buyer with their
expertise in sculpting on stone.
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The usefulness of the Chandan Patta:

Use to rub the sandalwood, or any other wood intended for religious intents.
 The Chandan Patta can be used for placing small statues/statuettes.
 You can also seat a Kalash over it.
 It might just be the perfect spot for placing a small lamp/Diya or candle to illuminate.
You could cast any small figurine in the Chandan Patta, it would look like a piece of art.

Cleaning and restoring Sandstone stone Chandan Patta:

Sought after its stunning rustic color, capability to withstand natural elements without
decaying, and renewability.
Unlike many other stone products, Sandstone also requires little maintenance and is
exceptionally durable. With proper care, your piece will keep its look for many years.
Use a mixture of mild soap and water, such as liquid dish-washing soap, to clean the
surface of your stone Chandan Patta.
Use a soft scrub brush or irrigate the surface with a clean, damp cloth. Allow the stone
sculptures to dry.
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